Etiopathogenesis, prevention and therapeutic strategies of snoring pathologies.
The sleep of adults and childrens is often disturbed from obstructive respiratory desorders evidenced from snoring. Scientific literature agrees in considering that as a dangerous pathology called roncopathy. Statistics show that about 50% of adult population over 50 yrs snores (exspecially males) and some of that has a dangerous period of prolonged and frequent obstructive sleep apneas. Results of polisomnographic tests show that 4% of total population suffer of apneas extremely severe and dangerous for life. Roncopathy is often associated to a lot of troubles: pulmonary, gastroenterologic, endocrinologic, of behaviour and especially cardiovascular and neurologic and this could explain the motif of high nocturnal percentage of myocardial infarction, ictus and sudden death. In this work we evidence the anatomical and functional etiology of snoring and sleep apneas and expose the surgical and medical therapeutic options up to day available.